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Writing & Communications internships,
REHS students Noelle Guan and Kashika
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report on this year’s program for publication in the SDSC Innovators newsletter.
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Computational science is an exponentially growing, interdisciplinary field
with many applications. Held at the San
Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC),
the Research Experience for High School
Students (REHS) is a hub for students

who may be interested in having firsthand experience as they consider pursuing a career in this area. From June 18th
to August 10th, some 60 student interns
are being mentored by SDSC faculty and
staff as they collaborate with their peers
in an office or “lab” environment. Projects
span a broad range of topics, including
research on visualizing university locations
through supercomputers, auto-correlation
in seismology research, and simulations of
atmospherically relevant molecules using
machine learning.
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Welcome

With the summer break upon us and the majority of UC San Diego students enjoying
a well-deserved break as are some of us professors, SDSC’s hallways are once again
teeming with middle and high school students who are attending workshops and
doing internships in many areas of computationally-based science.
One such program is the Research Experience for High School (REHS) students,
founded by Ange Mason. Now in its ninth year, and thanks to Ange’s dedication, REHS
has nearly tripled in size since it began.
Student interns are mentored by SDSC faculty and staff on research topics spanning
a wide range of domains. This issue’s cover story is just one outcome of an internship track which focuses on science writing and communications. REHS students
Noelle Guan and Kashika Rathore were asked to write a mid-term report on this year’s
program. Noelle and Kashika are also working on creating brief videos after interviewing SDSC researchers about their particular fields of study. This internship is focused
on making the societal benefits of often complex research more understandable to a
wider, non-technical audience.
Another staple of summer here at SDSC is the HPC Summer Institute, an annual
week-long training program that provides introductory to intermediate topics
on high-performance computing (HPC) and data science, including hands-on
tutorials using SDSC’s Comet supercomputer. This year’s event attracted more
than 100 applicants from 54 institutions and companies. Like REHS, it’s perennially
oversubscribed, but our goal is to make sure each participant receives the attention
he or she requests and deserves.
Elsewhere in this issue, please read about Sandeep Chandra, who heads our Health
Cyberinfrastructure (CI) division. Sandeep has an in-depth knowledge of the healthcare ecosystem and the web of compliance regulations, much of it related to patient
privacy concerns as we all generate endless amounts of data. Kudos to Sandeep and
his team for successfully implementing this program – it’s just another example how
SDSC serves not only campus but the entire UC system.
Enjoy the latest Innovators newsletter, and feel free to contact Jan Zverina in SDSC’s
External Relations group at jzverina@sdsc.edu if you’d like to offer content for an
upcoming issue.
Michael L. Norman
SDSC Director
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RESEARCH INNOVATIONS

Supercomputer Simulations Reveal
New “Achilles heel” in Dengue Virus
During the past couple of decades, researchers have considered
NS3 a primary target for developing drugs capable of inhibiting and preventing the replication of the dengue virus. But
many worry that since NS3’s protein sequence has similarities
to related human proteins, drugs capable of inhibiting this
enzyme might create unwanted side effects, even affecting a
cell’s natural antiviral response. For this reason, researchers have
been trying to further clarify how this viral enzyme works on a
molecular scale. The new study does just that through microsecond-long molecular dynamic simulations aided by SDSC’s Comet
supercomputer. 			
https://goo.gl/awiy7S

Electron microscope images showing interaction of PETase enzyme with
PET plastic. Image credit: Gregg Beckham, NREL

Supercomputers Help Design
Mutant Enzyme that Eats
Plastic Bottles
Supercomputers including Comet were used to help study the
binding of a plastic-degrading enzyme called PETase. The research could lead to developing industrial-scale plastic recycling
for throw-away bottles and carpets. Supercomputer simulations were used to understand how a polymeric ligand such as
PET would be able to bind to the enzyme, said study co-author
Gregg Beckham, a Senior Research Fellow and group leader at
the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). “We also
conducted experimental work to show that the PETase can break
down water or soda bottles, industrially relevant PET films, and
another plastic, polyethylene furanoate.” https://goo.gl/rA7PHQ

SDSC’s Comet and Machine
Learning Simulate H2O with
Unprecedented Accuracy
A team led by SDSC and researchers at UC San Diego’s
Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry has pioneered the
use of machine learning techniques to develop models for
simulations of Earth’s most critical element – water – that can
be extended to other generic molecules. Their work, published
recently in The Journal of Chemical Physics, demonstrates how
popular machine learning techniques can be used to construct
predictive molecular models based on quantum mechanical
reference data. Researchers relied on Comet and other XSEDE
resources to develop molecular simulations that could lead to
novel applications ranging from fuel cells to water purification
systems, atmospheric climate models, and computational drug
design. “This is a new methodology that could revolutionize
computational chemistry,” said SDSC Director Michael Norman,
Comet’s principal investigator.
https://goo.gl/LAoaQK

How an Enzyme Repairs DNA via
a “Pinch-Push-Pull” Mechanism
When it comes to preserving one of biology’s basic processes
– the replication of the genetic code – supercomputer simulations reveal the difference between normal cell division and
a potentially hazardous mutation. In a study published in the
May 21, 2018 issue of the Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences, a team of researchers, aided by Comet, created a dynamic computer simulation to delineate a key biological process
that allows the body to repair damaged DNA. The simulation
describes in detail how a key DNA repair enzyme called thymine
DNA glycosylase (TDG) first searches for damaged DNA among a
vast background of normal DNA.
https://goo.gl/LFQmGd
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STAFF INNOVATOR: Sandeep Chandra
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Meet Sandeep Chandra

Executive Director of ‘Sherlock’- or should that be Chief Detective?
By Jan Zverina

As director of the Health Cyberinfrastructure (CI) division at
SDSC, Sandeep Chandra provides the strategic vision, technology
innovation and management, and operational leadership for
Sherlock, an SDSC Center of Excellence focused on secure and
compliant compute, data management and big data services
for academia, government and industry. Sandeep has an indepth knowledge of the healthcare ecosystem with a focus
on ever-tightening compliance regulations, much of it related
to privacy and cybersecurity concerns, and the steep increase
in data generation. Sandeep has offered policy, operations,
and technology advice to the leadership of federal, state, and
academic institutions for over 15 years. He previously served
as the co-Principal Investigator for the Tropical Ecology
Assessment & Monitoring (TEAM) network initiative in SDSC’s
Advanced Cyberinfrastructure Development group, where
he developed and deployed one of the first multidisciplinary
IT platforms for global biodiversity and ecosystem service
monitoring. Sandeep joined SDSC in 2003. He holds an MS in
Computer Science from North Carolina State University.
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Q: First, can you briefly outline Sherlock’s mission?
Sherlock was formed in 2013 under an alliance between SDSC and
its business partners. We identified a need for such an initiative
as both the complexity of compliance standards, and the need to
comprehensively meet security requirements, were quickly growing, notably in the healthcare services sector. Sherlock is focused
on providing a suite of managed information technology (IT)
healthcare services including compliant cloud hosting, cybersecurity, data management and ‘Big Data’ solutions. Sherlock’s portfolio of services is available to federal, state, and local governments,
the University of California system and universities nationwide,
and industry partners

Q: Of course we have to ask – how did the name
come about?
We wanted to create an immediate and positive association with
something that so many of us can relate to. Because of the high
level of knowledge, attention to detail and accuracy, and yes –
quite a bit of detective work required in both meeting current

compliance standards and anticipating future ones – Sherlock
was a natural, accurate fit. Sherlock Holmes called himself a
“consulting detective”, and we solve complex challenges just as
he did. So thank you, Sir Arthur!

to include a CUI-compliant environment that is now available
to researchers working with government contracts and grants.
We’ve been in the compliance arena since 2008, when we
initially deployed a FISMA-certified environment, followed by a
HIPAA-compliant environment. Both of those have grounded security controls under NIST regulation 800-53, on which the CUI
requirements also are based.

Q: With so much discussion around storage and
compute services migrating to the cloud, can you
tell us a bit about Sherlock Cloud and its move in
that direction?

Q:Your division recently announced a new
initiative with the UCOP Risk Services. Can you
briefly describe it?

Sherlock Cloud is a multi-tenant, scalable, hybrid cloud platform
that’s compliant with requirements under several programs,
including the Federal Information System Management Act
(FISMA), Health Information Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), and most recently, the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI)
requirements. Sherlock Cloud successfully collaborated with
Amazon Web Services (AWS) to duplicate its managed services
in the AWS Cloud, giving our customers the option to choose
managed compliant services operating on-site at SDSC or in the
AWS Cloud. This expansion was aimed at leveraging the scale
and automation public clouds offer. We’ve also just started an
effort to deploy our secure services in the Microsoft Azure cloud.

During the latest fiscal year, and in partnership with the
University of California’s Office of the President (UCOP) Risk
Services, we deployed UC’s first secure, HIPAA-compliant, big
data solution called Risk Services Data Management System
within the Sherlock Cloud platform. This platform provides a
way to collect, process, and transform UC Healthcare data from
multiple sources and various formats into a single, integrated
data set, giving UCOP Risk Services enhanced processes across
the university system’s liability management initiative. It also
shows how best-of-breed big data technology solutions can be
used to support large-scale data management and analytics for
the varied types of protected data managed by UC, all operating
within the secure boundaries of Sherlock Cloud. The program is
now fully operational following a successful launch.

Q: Do such public offerings offer such a high level
of compliance?
We understand that public cloud offerings such as AWS don’t
offer end-to-end compliant services. Customers are expected to
purchase compliant compute and storage services and build the
necessary management services on top to meet those compliance requirements. Our approach addresses this gap by building
the necessary cyberinfrastructure services on top of the public
cloud resources, thereby offering customers end-to-end compliance at a comprehensive level.

Q: What other interesting “cases” will Sherlock be
called upon to solve?
As part of SDSC’s strategic initiatives, this year and next we will
launch a collection of what we call ‘Innovation Accelerator
Platforms’ that provides UC partners quick access to on-demand,
elastic, secure, big data platform to process large amounts
of data in the cloud. Additionally, it will provide value-added
services to help tackle challenges across healthcare by leveraging emerging capabilities in machine learning, data science, and
information analytics.

Q: For the uninitiated, can you describe what
“controlled unclassified information” means?
CUI is non-classified information that’s shared by the federal
government with a non-federal entity, and requires security
protections when processed, stored, transmitted, and used in
non-federal information systems. A good example of that would
be export control data, student records, or critical infrastructure
information. Protection of CUI data has increasingly become
a requirement on many federal grants, such as those funded
by the Department of Energy, Department of Defense, and the

For more information, visit sherlock.sdsc.edu

United States Navy. In 2017, we expanded our cloud offerings
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INNOVATION IN EDUCATION

2018 REHS Program in Full Swing [Continued from page 1]
Other topics involve studies regarding Neuroscience Gateway
software, where interns construct and study models of the brain
through coding; SDSC datacenter network performance monitoring; and efficiency of batch processing systems and classification of text in supercomputers. The internships range from
15-25 hours per week based on the respective mentor, with the
program concluding with a poster session where interns present
their research to the public.

and cultural competence - all of which contribute to a
supportive university environment.”
“We learned that communication and collaboration are critical,”
says Scripps Ranch High School student Mihir Gupta. His partner, Andrew Liu, a student from Del Norte High School, adds, “By
being employed in an office setting, I’ve learned effective social
skills, which I feel is not emphasized enough in school.” Both
students are involved in collecting, visualizing, and analyzing
data regarding the effects of previous REHS programs as part of
the data science internship track.

The program was launched in 2010 by Ange Mason, SDSC’s
education manager. She began REHS in hopes of advancing
students’ interests by providing projects that span from data
mining research to supercomputer workflows and scientific
visualization. Initially having only 22 students within a six-week
period, the number of attendees has since nearly tripled, with
new tracks available, a longer program, and more than 200 applications being submitted for about a third as many openings.

The interns “are not motivated by a higher grade,” says rising
senior Ashwin Kumar from Scripps Ranch High School, who is
doing an internship studying the molecular mechanisms of diseases. “Instead they are working to contribute to research that
meets their own interests.”
As expressed by several REHS interns, the students value the
experience of being situated in a non-classroom environment or
by collaborating as part of a team on projects of scientific and
societal significance, creating an incentive for them to further
explore data-enabled science.

Throughout the eight-week internship, REHS participants delve
more deeply into their research projects. “Students are encouraged to pursue a research project of their interest within their
track’s domain, and are encouraged to utilize the internship
however they wish, but under the supervision of their mentor,”
says Mason.

Looking ahead to the 2019 REHS program, students may apply for
two internships as their first and second choices. Information regarding the application process is listed at the url below, with more
information on the 2019 program to be posted in the new year.

In emphasizing student-mentor relationships, Mason
explains that REHS “supports collegiality, self-evaluation,

This article was written by
REHS students Kashika
Rathore (left) and Noelle
Guan (right) as part of
their Science Writing &
Communications internships.
To learn more about the
REHS program visit
https://goo.gl/mN5EWM

Image credit: Jon Chi Lou
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SDSC’s High-Performance Computing (HPC) and
Data Science Summer Institute
One of the staples of summer at SDSC is the Summer Institute,

“We wish we could accept every applicant, but attendance is

an annual week-long training program offering intermediate to
advanced topics on high-performance computing and data science, including interactive classes and hands-on tutorials using
SDSC’s Comet supercomputer.

limited to about 45 participants to ensure that each person
gets a high level of individual attention,” said Rathbun. “We
also want to make sure that each participant has the necessary
background to benefit from the Summer Institute, but the main
selection criterion is that applicants have a compelling need for
the skills being taught at the Summer Institute in their research
or teaching.”

“This year the program made some adjustments based on participant feedback to reduce the time spent on introductory overview topics and accessing the systems allowing participants a
deeper dive into topics of more immediate interest,” said Susan
Rathbun, SDSC’s programs and events manager. Those topics
include Python, performance tuning, parallel computing using
MPI and Open MP, GPU computing, machine and deep learning,
and scientific and information visualization techniques.

In addition, SDSC tries to reach the highest number of research
institutions in the United States, in particular those that have
little or no access to local supercomputing resources, while
trying to balance attendees from a diverse pool of scientific
communities. Summer Institute alumni are welcome to apply
again after five years. Generally, about half the attendees are
graduate students, with the remainder being post-docs, professors, and research staff at universities, national labs, and
industry. SDSC has conducted the Summer Institute since the
mid-1990s.

The Summer Institute is aimed at researchers in academia
and industry, especially in domains not traditionally engaged
in supercomputing, and who may have challenges that
cannot typically be solved using local computing resources.
This year’s event had more than 100 applicants from 54 institutions and companies.

More information at http://si18.sdsc.edu
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SDSC INDUSTRY PARTNERS NEWS

SDSC Enhances Industry Partners Program
Earlier this year, SDSC launched a revamped Industry Partners Program (IPP),
beginning with a new series of activities aimed at fostering industrial research
engagements, including quarterly breakfast roundtables covering a wide range
of technology topics. The “IPP 2.0” structure serves as a gateway for companies
interested in further developing or augmenting their expertise in specific parts of
today’s diverse high-tech economy. IPP offers multiple levels of engagement opportunities: it’s Technology Forum, Supporter/Partner research collaborations, SDSC’s
Advanced Technology Lab, High-Performance Computing (HPC) and Data Science
training, and other activities.

Learn about Industry Relations
https://industry.sdsc.edu

Recent topics covered include HPC and storage trends in Life Sciences and a distributed, national-scale data caching platform for ‘big data,’ attracting both existing and
prospective Forum and IPP members from around San Diego and beyond. A wideranging series of topics is planned for 2018-2019, in addition to an SDSC Industry
Day and research review at the annual Data West conference in December 2018.

SDSC’s Advanced Technology Lab Continues
to Support Technology Development

Image credit: Cindy Wong

Frank Würthwein speaks at a recent SDSC
Round Table Breakfast.
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ATL researchers are evaluating new computing hardware and software technologies
to better understand how they can be used in future computing systems for the
national research community and assist participating companies in evaluating and
advancing their technologies. Working with the private sector and other organizations, ATL researchers gain early access to the newest technologies, in many cases
before they are available or still under development. Some recent ATL/industry
partnerships include:
• Engility Corporation - For ATL staff and their students to apply data mining
methods and machine learning algorithms to analyze I/O traffic of users’ jobs on
high-performance computers (HPC).
• Department of Defense, Engility - To analyze asynchronous parallel I/O performance of multi/many-core HPC resources and develop an I/O Library to make it
easier to implement parallel I/O for DoD scientists.
• GigaIO - To evaluate GigaIO’s new high-performance interconnect fabric for HPC
and machine learning/artificial intelligence applications.
• Memcomputing - To evaluate its unique non-von Neumann computing architecture for solving complex optimization problems.
• Weka.io - To evaluate a “hyper-converged” flash file system on SDSC’s Comet
supercomputer and TSCC campus research cluster.
For more on SDSC’s Industry Partners Program please visit https://industry.sdsc.edu
Ron Hawkins
SDSC Director of Industry Relations

